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                    Abstract
Peter Graham has recently given a dilemma purportedly showing the compatibility of libertarianism about free will and the anti-skeptical epistemology of testimony. In the first part of this paper I criticize his dilemma: the first horn either involves a false premise or makes the dilemma invalid. The second horn relies without argument on an implausible assumption about testimonial knowledge, and even if granted, nothing on this horn shows libertarianism does not entail skepticism about testimonial justification. I then argue for the incompatibility of (i) a view entailed by Open Theism, viz., that there are no true counterfactuals of freedom, (ii) a popular form of process reliabilism about justification and knowledge, and (iii) a weak anti-skepticism about testimonial justification and knowledge. I conclude that there is a costly tension between certain views about testimony and about free will.
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                    Notes
	
Faulkner (2000) for instance hints at this worry and Graham (2004) articulates it.


	
Graham (2004) addresses this worry because it has often been raised “in private conversations and public presentations” (p. 39). To my knowledge, no one else has published on this worry.


	This generalization about libertarianism isn’t quite right, but it is the one (Graham (2004), p. 41) gives. Exceptions to the generalization include libertarians like Kane (1996) who hold that some free acts can be causally determined (but ultimately any such act is determined by some other free act of the agent). I follow Graham in restricting discussion to non-Kanian libertarianism.


	Note that use of ‘counterfactual’ can be misleading, since an actual circumstance is of course also a possible one.


	See Feldman (1985) and Conee and Feldman (1998). Some philosophers (e.g., Bishop 2010), argue that every theory of epistemic justification faces a generality problem. Conee (2013) shows otherwise.


	This process could be understood as the process type of which free testimony by any free agent is a token (e.g., the process type of which Smith’s free testimony and Jones’ free testimony, etc., are tokens). Or, this process could be understood in an agent-relative way, such that every free testifier tokens a different process type: (e.g., free testimony by Smith, free testimony by Jones, etc. would be different processes). Neither understanding affects the present discussion, so I will ignore the distinction.


	MR isn’t just a view about knowledge—it’s also about justification—but Graham only invokes it with respect to the former. Perhaps the majority of philosophers, including epistemologists of testimony, endorse MR. Sometimes it is assumed (Goldberg 2005), sometimes it is argued for (Goldman 1986; Henderson and Horgan 2001), and sometimes it is argued for with particular reference to testimony (Gerken, forthcoming). In the above, only one of MRs necessary conditions on knowledge and justified belief is stated. Those who endorse MR state this necessary condition less generally than it has been stated here, and they often define differently the set of worlds that is in their view relevant. Importantly, the set of worlds must include at least two words; on MR facts about the actual world alone do not determine the reliability of belief-formation processes.


	Internalists can, for instance, employ in their account of testimonial knowledge an analysis of knowledge like Feldman’s (2003, Chap. 3), according to which knowledge is justified true belief with no essential dependence on a falsehood. Feldman’s account states no reliability requirement (modal or otherwise) on knowledge, but one might still wonder whether his account inevitably introduces one in some way. How might he explain fake barn cases—that is, explain why a subject does not know that that is a barn when looking at a real barn in an area infested with fakes? One might suppose that the essential falsehood that the subject believes concerns reliability. However, even if the subject’s false belief concerns reliability, reliability itself needn’t play a part in the analysis of knowledge. Suppose the essential falsehood that the subject believes is that perception is reliable in these circumstances. On Feldman’s account, the fact that the subject essentially depends on this false belief explains why the subject doesn’t know that that is a barn. The content of the false belief does not indicate what knowledge requires. To see this, consider Bertrand Russell’s stopped clock case: a subject glances at a stopped clock that happens to be displaying the right time. The subject doesn’t thereby know what time it is because she essentially depends on such a false belief as that that clock is working. The content of the subject’s false belief does not indicate a requirement on knowledge. We should not suppose that the true analysis of knowledge mentions working clocks!


	Cf. Alston (1988) and Baumann (2009), among others. Different philosophers explain “objective probability” differently, and not all explanations result in a modal reliability requirement on justification.


	More exactly, there are no true counterfactuals of creaturely freedom. There may be true counterfactuals about divine freedom, but this is not relevant to my argument. So I will omit the ‘creaturely’ qualification.


	On an alternative interpretation of NOTCOF that I otherwise ignore here, propositions of this form are not false but undefined.


	NOTCOF is restricted to contingent counterfactuals of freedom. It doesn’t deny necessary counterfactuals of freedom—e.g., any counterfactual of freedom with a necessarily false antecedent or any of the form: if S were in a circumstance in which S freely does A, then S would freely do A. Another qualification is that NOTCOF needn’t deny any counterfactual of freedom that is made true by states of affairs in the actual past, as long as the counterfactual was only made true when the states of affairs obtained. On NOTCOF it could be true that S would freely do A if S were in C, as long as this was only made true upon S’s actually freely doing A in C. Importantly, NOTCOF denies contingent counterfactuals of freedom with contingently
                    false or not yet true antecedents. For simplicity, I will not in the above restate NOTCOF in such a way that it captures these qualifications.


	Cf. Flint (1991), Otte (1987), Plantinga (1974), and Wierenga (1989)


	
Pereboom (2000) endorses hard incompatibilism—see esp. Chap. 5. Another view about free will that could endorse NOTCOF is the view that human agents have free will and that determinism is necessarily false. But it is not clear that anyone endorses this view.


	Cf. Adams (1977), Hasker (1986), Rhoda et al. (2006), and van Inwagen (1997).


	Endorsed by Faulkner (2007), and Graham (2000), among others, but minus the “free” and “freely,” which I have added for reasons I mention below.


	I.e., they think that free testimony justifies belief or confers knowledge only if \(\forall \)S\(\forall \)H\(\forall \)P\(\forall \)W : W \(\epsilon \)
                    \(W\) (if S were to testify freely to H that P in W, it would be the case that P in W), where \(W\) is the set of relevant worlds. For any speaker, hearer, proposition, and world in the relevant set, if a proposition were freely testified then it would be true. That is, in the relevant set of possible worlds, free testimony is perfectly reliable. It produces only true beliefs when what’s believed is what the speaker expressed. Perfect counterfactual reliability seems much too strong, but some philosophers require it of testimony, or at least of testifiers; cf. (Goldberg (2005), p. 302): “Mary’s testimony is unreliable: it is not the case that she would have testified that there is milk in the fridge only if there had been milk in the fridge.”


	Or that RULE1 or RULE2 is invalid. But since NOTCOF is perhaps more suspicious than these rules, we’ll let it take the blame.
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